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The Tax-Spend Debate:
The Case of Canada

ABSTRACT

This paper examines the timIe series relationship between
revenues, expenditures, and GDP in the case of Canada. Utilizing
the Johansen-Jusel jus multivariate cointegration procedure and
error correction modeling we find that revenues follow a time path
independent of expenditures and GDP. On the other hand,
expenditures respond ta budgetary disequilibrium in that budget
imibalances would be corrected by expenditure changes. !4oreover,
evidence suggests that expenditures also respond ta GDP.





The Tax-Spend Debate:
The Case of Canada

i. Introduction

Canada has the highest debt to GDP ratio of industrialized

countries with the exception of Italy. Recently, the Canadian

government has taken fiscal steps to resolve the problem of large

budget deficits and the growth of debt. The governnient has taken

the approach of cutting government spending more so than raising

taxes as a means to solve the budgetary dileiuma (Martin, 1996).

The task of this paper is to extend the literature on the tax-spned

debate to the situation prevailing in Canada.

In order to understand the effectiveness of fiscal policy

actions to reduce budget deficits one needa to examine the time

series behavior of government revenues and government expenditures

and their interdependence. Several hypotheses have been set forth

in the discussion of the causal lin2k between revenues and

expenditures. The tax-spend hypothesis suggests that changes in

revenues induce changes in expenditures. The spend-tax hypothesis

suggests the opposite in that changes in expenditures induce

changes in revenues.* The fiscal synchronization hypothesis

suggests that' revenue and e xpenditure decisions are umade jointly.

Another view relates to the institutional separation of the

expenditure and taxation decisions of government. This perspective

suggests that revenues and expenditures are independent of one

another. Understanding these hypotheses i. crucial in gaining

further insight on relationship between government spending,
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taxation and the raie of the government in the distribution of

resourCes.

We wish ta test the validity of these hypotheses in the case

of Canada. Utilizing the Jahansen-Jusel jus multivariate

cointegration analysis and error correction modeJ.s inferences can

be made concerning the respective hypotheses set forth. Section Il

will provide a brief overview of the hypotheses along with a review

of the eiupirical literature onf the tax-speud debate. Section III

discu uses the miethado1ogy and data used in the analysis. Section

IV provides the empirical resuits while section V makes concluding

remarks.

II. Literature on the Trax-Spend Debate

Several hypotheses have been set forth ta describe the

temiporal relationship between revenues and expendituros t[1].

First, the tax-spend hypothesis advanced by Friedman (19 78) argues

that changes in government, revenues lead ta changes i.n govermn

epnitures. Friedman sugqests that tax inre ie ill only I.ad

toexpenditure increases reuting in the inability to re4uce

budgt dficis. uchaan nd Wagner (1978) aqree thattae

affct ovenmet epenitures but ini a slightiy dit ferent way.

spning are due to indirect taxation. When spendinq is tinmiced

by other aeans than direct taxation the public pêrceives the rc

of ovrnmntsp.nding to be 1ess with indirect taxation than wa

it wol be undezr direct taxation. Indirect taxation originates
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through hîgher interest rates associated with higher government

speriding (crowdirig out) and inflation. Buchanan and Wagner would

argue that fiscal illusion results in that higher taxes lead 
to a

decrease in government spending, opposite the resuit set forth 
by

Friedman.

Second, the spend-tax hypothesis suggests that changes in

government expenditures lead to changes in government revenues.

Peacoclc and Wisenf (1979) argue that temporary increases in

government expenditures due to "crises" can lead to permanent

increases in goverinunt revenues. Barro (1978) argues that fiscal

illusion referred to by Buchanan and Wagner does not exist.

Utilizing the Ricardian equilvalence proposition Barro suggests

that government borrowing today resuits in an increased future 
tax

liability which is fully capitalized by the public. Thus, under

Barro'5 analysis increases in government spending leads to

increases in taxes.

Third, >usgrave (1966) as veil as Meltzer and Richard (1981)

suggest that voters compare the marginal benefits and marginal

costs of government services.when f ormulating a decision in 
ternis

of the appropriate levels of..government revenues and experiditures.

Thus, revenue and expenditure decis ions are j ointly determined

under this fiscal synchronizatiri hypothesis. A f ourth hypothesis

mentioned by Baghestani and McNOWn (1994) relates to the

institutional separat ion of the expenditure and taxation decis ions

of governmelt. This perspective suggests that revenues and

expenditures are independent of one another.
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The. sepirical Jiterature on the. tax-spend debat. lias yielded

mixed resuits due in part ta the various time periods analyzed, lag

length specif ications, and miethodology. The bulk of. the, empirica1

literature has focused on the. US budgetary process with the.

exception of papers by Provopoulos and Zamnbaras (1991) and Owoye

(1995) analyzing Greeoe and G-7 cutries, respectively [2]. The

metiiodology used ini tiiese studies has been to test for Granger

causality within a vector autoregressive iuodel while somue of the.

studies test for Granger causality within an error-correction

frameworlc.

Table 1 suEEmarizes the. empirical studies to date and their

resuits. The. tax-spefld hypothesis lias been siupported i fivo

studies, the. sp.nd-tax hypothsis in f ive studies, thie fiscal

syndironization in three studies, and independençe between re<venues

and expenditures in~ one stu4y. As one oan see there aperg ta b.

some. disparity inj the. rsults of the. studies reported. The tasc of

this paper is to xta ths lin. of literature to~ the~ case of

Canada. Tiiougii the mehdlg puxiii.d in othe tde has, varied

we wish to explore theiioolg e frhb Bgetn and

McNwn(194) as well as Ros and Pye(1996ê) for~ ajver#l reaos

the tiue mries behavior ofepniusadrvne. Th

residuals frou coint.qratinq rgessions b.tvq>u exp.nitures an

aidin xplinig te tmepath of exp.nditures andrvnusi

their correction~ tow4ard a bugtry balane A bugtr banc
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in this context does not necessarily mean a balanced budget but

rather a "stable relatianship between revenues and expenditures.

The existence of'cointegration implies a long run relationship in

that revenues and expenditures do flot deviate, too far from one

anather. Hence, these error correction residuals represent short-

term deviations f romn the long run time path of these series. If

revenues respond to budgetary disequilibrium than budget imbalances

would be corrected in revenue changes. On the other hand, if

expenditures respond to budgetary disequilibrium, budget imbalances

would be corrected by expenditure changes.

Another variable important to this process is GDP. Revenue

and experiditure growth should be related to the overail conditions

in the economy. In addition ta the budgetary disequilibriui term,

a fiscal disequilibrium term must be specified for both

expenditures and revenues. The residuals from cointegrating

regress ions between expenditures and GDP would represent

expenditure-GDP disequilibriu in measuring how responsive

expenditures are ta deviations from its long run tiiue path with

respect ta GDP. The residuals f rom cointegrating regressions

between revenues. and GDP would represent revenue-GDP diseqiail ibrium

in measuring boy responsive revenues are to deviations from its

long run time path with respect to GDP.

The following section will elaborate on the methodology to be

used in generating these disequilibrium ternis along with a

description of the data.



III. Mthodology and Data

The fQo.low.ing variables will be used in this study. The

nmal data cover th~e period 1950 ta 1994 collected f rom

international Financial Statist ics Ail variables have been

RR Real Gavernment Revenues
RE Real Government Expenditures

RGDP Real Gross Dometic Produot

Givn our discssion in the previous secti.on le~t us briefly autlizie

the approadi ta3cen to determine the presence of cointegratiori and

the resulting error correction~ trs~ to b. used inw formulatinig bath

the budgetary and f iscal disequil ibrium terms.

Grange (1986), Engle n Granger (1986), Englê and Yoa

(1987)~, Johansen (1988), Stockc and Watson (1988), as well as

Johans.en and Ju.Ilius (1990) have examined the casual relationshlp

beteentwo variables whe a commoin trend exists btween them. If

ttv m eie r re cfi4l.y nostationaxy, but s lJuear

combiation of them ie a statlonary proes. thaxn th~e two time

seres re ai tobe oinegated. A time series is said ta be

allinaran wth esec t tme ini other words, iti

intgraed f odrzero, 1( 0) I t he time senis requires f irst

ordr iffrecig ta achieve stationrity, it is 4itegated of

wil also b an I(<1) series. Hoee, if there< e4iss some linear

co*bination of the twa series iwhich is 1 (O), then cointegatiQfl is

present
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In order to examine the stationary of the, respective tuie

series in this study the following Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF)

test was perfornied on each series:

N
(1) A;t et+ (P-1)Xt..,+ P pAXt.î+et

where A is the f irst difference operator; et is a covariance

stationary randoni error and N was set at two lags ta ensure

serially uncorrelated residuals. The nuJ.l hypothesis is that Xt is

a nonstatioflary series and is rejected if (p-1) < 0 and

statistically significait. If the respective tume series are

difference stationary, I(1), then cointegrating regressions can be

undertaken to determine whether or flot linear'combinations of the

series are stationary.

The Johanseri-juselius multivariate cointegration procedure is

used next ta determirie the nuxnber of cointegrating vectors and

appropriate error correction ternis. Consider the following vector

autoregressive niodel:

(2) Xt = ]Il Xt-I + .. *+ X t-k + tet*

where Xt is a vector of variables and et is a vector of error ternis

with zero mean and constant variance. Equation (2) expressed in

f îrst-differences is expressed bej.ow:

(3) &Xt =riAxt-,+. + .rkl1 &xt.1 ,- IfX.k + t

where r, -i1 + H1 + ... +Hi-,...

The II natrix contains information about the long-run

relationships between the variables'in the vector. If, the p x p
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martixt II bas rank zero, r =0, then all elouents of Xt are

naflstat±oflary. 1ence, cointegration is absent among thie variables.

on the other Iiand, if the matrix is of full razik, r =p,tien alJ.

elements of X; are stationary. Theref are, any combinatian of the.

variables resulta ini a statiouary series (oointegrated>. In the

intermediate cape, r < p,. there are r nanzero cointegrating vectors

among the. elements of Zt and p - r couumon stochastic trends.

The ixatrix Il can be f actored into ep' 1 where a is a p x r

matrix of thie vector error correction parameters and P ie a p x r

matrix of cointegratiflg vectors. The cointegrating. vector can be

found as an eigenvector, 1 , via a iuaximlm ]like1uhood procedure by

solving the following eiqenvalue problem:

(4) 1IÀSkk - S k S 00-180J = 0

whee .,is the~ residual moment matrix frou the, OLS regressi*oi of

Aton Xt. - A"Xt- 1 ; SKK is the residual moment matrix from an 015 S

regression of t- on A-i~; and S$, is the cross product mom.ent

matrix.

JohnsnJuseliu8 provide-twa differnt tests ta determine the

numer f cinegrating vectors: maxium eigew<alue and trace

tets To test the iiypothesis that thez'e are at moat r

cointegrating vectors one ca lculates the fo1lowing trace statistic:
P

(5) itac (r) -T E ln (1-> 1,)
r+1.

viiere lrl are tiie p - r emallest eigenvalues. The nll

hpothesis is that the, number of coir&tegrating vectars is leas than

or equal to r againat a general alternative. The test statistic

À..equals zero viien all 1 = 0. Thie furtiier the eignevalues are



from zero the more negative is ln(l - )Id~ thus the larger the tw

statistic. The maximum <eigenvalue test is based on the riull

hypothesis that the nuinber of coiritegrating vectors is r against

the alternative of r + 1 cointegrating vectors. The maxi:u

eigenvalue test statistic is given by the followingt

(6) Xax (r, r+1) = -T ln (l-X 1,r)

The maximum eigenvalue test I.,. equals zero when ail Il 0* As in

the case of the trace test the further the eigenvalues are f rom

zero the more negative is ln(l-lrl) thus the larger the x

statistic. Johansen and Juseius (1990) provide critical values of

the trace and maximumn eîgenvalue test statistics.

iV. Empirical Resuits

Table 2A presents the ADF unit root test statistica for the

variables in both levels and firut-differences. Based on the ADF

test statistics, ail variables are integrated of order one which

means the respective time series are stationary in f irat-

differences. Table 2B reports the À,.. and Itaestatistics for the

nimber cf cointegrating vectors found in the II matrix [3]. Both

the maximum eigenvalue and trace tests rej ect the nuli hypothesis

of no cointegrating vector in favor of the alternative of at least

one cointegrating vector. Moreover, bath the maximum eigenvalue

and trace tests reject the nuil hypothesis of one cointegrating

vector in favor of the alternative of at least tva cointegrating

vectors.

Given that two cointegrating vectors exist, the' original
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vectors can be tra1stQrmed to eliminate one of the three variables

f roei each cointegratilg eguatiofl. This transformation allows one

to xmn the independent responses of each f iscal variable ta,

budqetary disequilibrium as wêll as ta departures f rom their

respective long run relationship with real GDP. Table 2C displays

the bivariate vectors normalized by the expenditure and revenue

variables estited via m~aximum~ likelihood. Saving thxe residuals

f rom these bivari.ate cointegratilg equations as error correciton

terms, vo wiJ.l nov proceed to estimate error correction models.

The residuaJ.8 f rom the normalized equations between expenditures

and revenues cont4fl the budgetary disequilibrium error correction

tenus while the residuals from the normalized equationi between

eadi fiscal variable and GDP contain the fiscal diseguilibrium

error correction1 terms

Table 3 presents the resul'ts of the OLS regress ion. estimates

on1 both the revenue and4 exed4tire equations. The revenue

equation containl aggd revenue, pecpenditure, anld GDP vari.ables ta

capture short-rfl dynici., I.n aditio~n, the budgetary

disequilibrum tera, ERS <1 , is incorporated to esr the

reposeof revenues to isquil4iru present bewen revenues and

expndtures. The fiscal4isequilibriim term, RYRES(-1>, is aJlso

incude t catur te rsposeof revenues ta disequilibrium
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budgetary disequilibriul term, RERES(-l) is insignificant at the 10

percent level while the fiscal disequilibriuu term, RYRES (-1), is

significant -at the 1 percent level.

The expenditure eguat ion performs much better than the revenue

equation with respect to the adjusted RW and F-statistics along

with the absence of serial correlation. Hovever, as in the case

of the revenue equation, the variables capturing the short-run

dynainics are insignifiîcant. .The budgetary disequilibrux term,

ERRES (-1) , is signif icant at the 10 percent level while the f iscal

disequilbrium term, EYRES (-1), is. significant at the 1 percent

level.

V. Concluding Remarks

This paper has attempted to extend the literature on the tax-

spend debate ta the case of Canada. Although the error correction

mode 1 for revenues is flot robust we find some evidence that

revenues responds ta disequilibrium between revenues and GDP. On

the other hande the error correction model for expenditures

provides a higher RW and significant overaîl F-statistic than the

revenue equat ion.. With respect to the expenditure equation both

budgetary disequilibriuml and, fiscal disequilibrium terms are

statistically significant. These resuits are contrary ta the

fiscal synchronization results reported by Owoye. The resuits of

this study suggest that expenditures respond ta budgetary

diseqiiibriuii with respect ta revenues in that iubalanceu are

corrected by expenditure changes. This finding coincide s with the
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current f iscal actions taken by the. Canadian government (Martin,

1996). Noreover, expenditures appear to respond to disequilibrium

with respect to the turne path of GDP. The differeice ini resuits

when -compared to Owoye can b. attribut.d to several factors.

Yirst, Owoye did flot take into account averali movements in the.

acnmy -as uieasured by GDP. Second, though bath studies use arinual

data aur study encompasses a longer t ii. fraine. Third, the.

methodolcgy differs in tht the Johansen-juse1 ius procedure

pravides a untf ied frameworkJ for< the estimation and test ing of

cointqrating relationships in the context of vectar autoregressive

error correction madels.

Given the nurnerous studies on the tax-spend debate in the. case

of the US penhaps future research should be directed tavards the'

tax-sp.nd issue af bath industrialized as veli as less developed

countries.
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Table 2A
ADF Unit Root Tests
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(1991).
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Nuil Alternative Immrac
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r < 1 r 2: 2 15.6184* 18.9274

*Exceeds 95 percent critical value as reported by Johansen
and Juselius (1990).
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Maximum Likelihood Estimuates
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Table 3
OLS Estimates of Error Correction Models

. t-statistics in parentheses
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FOOTNOTES
[1] In addition-ta the literature pertaining to the U.S. federal
level of gavernment there lias been rumerous studies at the state
and local levels of governmelt. For a more detailed discussion of
this topic see the studies by manage and Marlow (1987, 1988),
chowdhury (1988), Ram (1988), Miller and Russek (1989), Joulfaian
and Mookerjee (1990), Payne (1996).

[2] A related line of research dealing with the sustainability of
budget deficits will not, be examined in this paper. For a more
detailed discussion of this topic see the studies by Hamilton and
Flavin (1986), Krezaers (1988, 1989), Wilcox (1989), Hakkio and Rush
<1991), Smith and Zin (1991), Haug (1991, 1995).

[3] Two lags were used in the estimation. The model was estimated
with a trend in the cointgrating space given the possibility of
deterministic trends in the individua. timne series. The trend
model allows for linear trends not only in the variables but also
in the cointegration space.
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